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Abstract
Leveraging external data is a topic that have recently received much attention. The 
propensity score-integrated approaches are a methodological innovation for this 
purpose. In this paper we adapt these approaches, originally introduced to augment 
single-arm studies with external data, for the augmentation of both arms of a ran-
domized controlled trial (RCT) with external data. After recapitulating the basic 
ideas, we provide a step-by-step tutorial of how to implement the propensity score-
integrated approaches, from study design to outcome analysis, in the RCT setting in 
such a way that the study integrity and objectively are maintained. Both the Bayes-
ian (power prior) approach and the frequentist (composite likelihood) approach are 
included. Some extensions and variations of these approaches are also outlined at 
the end of this paper.

Keywords Power prior · Composite likelihood · Outcome-free design

1 Introduction

Augmenting a prospective clinical study with external data in order to reduce 
the study length and cost is a topic that is receiving increasing attention, since it 
aligns with FDA CDRH vision that patients in the US have access to high-quality, 
safe and effective medical devices of public health importance first in the world 
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[1]. Recent methodological advancements for such leveraging of external data in 
a single arm study, under the name of propensity score-integrated approaches, 
include Wang et  al. [2, 3]. In the current paper we extend these approaches so 
that they can be used to augment both arms of an RCT. As a motivating example, 
let us consider the following scenario. A medical device company plans to con-
duct an RCT to evaluate the safety and effectiveness of a device in order to seek 
approval for its marketing in the US, with control therapy being optimal medical 
management, and primary endpoint being a one-year adverse event rate. Based on 
the projected enrollment rate, it is anticipated that enrollment will take five years. 
With an additional one year of follow-up, it is going to take six years for the trial 
to complete. The company wants to explore the possibility of leveraging external 
data to speed up the trial, so that this new technology can reach patients sooner. 
The company thinks that such a study design may be viable because a significant 
amount of clinical data has already been accumulated in the EU, where the device 
was CE marked, and a high-quality registry has been established in the EU for 
patients treated with the device. This registry can potentially be used as a source 
of external data that can be leveraged to augment the treated arm of the RCT. To 
augment the control arm, a high-quality disease registry in the US may be used. 
A proposal is thus put forward to conduct a study consisting of an RCT with both 
arms supplemented by data from these two external sources, respectively. The 
objective of this paper is to describe an appropriate statistical procedure that can 
be used to design the study being proposed, and subsequently analyze the study 
data.

In general, there are two statistical considerations when using external data to 
augment a prospective clinical study (to be called the current study): (1) the similar-
ity, in terms of baseline covariates, between patients from the external data source 
and patients from the current study, and (2) the amount of information that the exter-
nal data contribute to the statistical inference. If the external patients and the current 
study patients are not similar, then it may be difficult to justify incorporating the 
external patients into the current study. Since the external data source, especially 
when it is a real-world data (RWD) source, may contribute much more patients than 
the current study does, we need the option of down-weighting the external patients 
so that they do not dominate study results if we decide to leverage them. These two 
considerations are addressed in Wang et al. [2, 3] in the statistical procedures they 
developed for leveraging external data in single arm studies. In these procedures, the 
propensity score methodology is utilized to deal with the issue of patient similarity, 
by forming strata of patients according to their propensity scores and then leveraging 
the external patients within each propensity score stratum. The rationale for doing 
this is that within each propensity score stratum the external patients and the current 
study patients tend to be more similar in terms of baseline covariates than they are 
overall, which makes within-stratum leveraging of the external data more justified. 
The issue of down-weighting external patients can be handled in at least two ways. 
In the frequentist framework, one can use the methodology of composite likelihood, 
as is the case with the propensity score-integrated composite likelihood approach 
(PSCL) developed in Wang et al. [3]. In the Bayesian framework, the technique of 
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power prior can be utilized, as is the case with the propensity score-integrated power 
prior approach (PSPP) developed in Wang et al. [2].

To leverage external data to augment both arms of an RCT, PSPP and PSCL can 
be applied to each arm of the RCT (the current study) as if it were a single-arm 
study, and the results of the outcome analysis can then be combined. More specifi-
cally, suppose the current study randomizes patients between treatment A and treat-
ment B, and let the parameter of interest be the treatment effect µ = θA − θB. Our 
strategy is to first apply PSCL (or PSPP) to treatment A and obtain a point esti-
mate and its standard error (or a posterior distribution) for θA, then do the same for 
θB, and finally conduct statistical inference on θA − θB based on the independence 
between the two point estimates (or posterior distributions). This paper is intended 
not only to detail the above methodological extension of PSCL and PSPP, but also 
to serve as a user guide for its proper implementation in practice. As such, it can 
be a handy reference for the planning of an RCT for which augmenting both arms 
with external data is a viable option, and for the subsequent design, conduct, and 
analysis of such an RCT if this option is taken. We believe that the implementation 
of our strategy can be best described by means of an illustrative example, which is 
provided in Sect. 3. In Sect. 2 we review the basics of PSPP and PSCL. Section 4 
concludes with some discussion.

1.1  Propensity Score‑Integrated Approaches

The propensity score-integrated approaches are essentially statistical procedures that 
make borrowing external patients more justified, by using propensity score to form 
strata in such a way that within each stratum external patients are similar with those 
in the current study and carrying out the borrowing within the propensity score 
strata (in a sense that will become clear by the end of the hypothetical example in 
Sect. 3). The rationale is that borrowing would be more reasonable if the external 
patients being borrowed are similar with the corresponding patients in the current 
study. Here, “similar” means alike in terms of observed covariates. Thus, two groups 
of patients are similar if the distribution of observed covariates in one group is close 
to that in the other, in which case we say that the two groups are balanced in these 
covariates. Therefore, what propensity score-integrated approaches do can also be 
summarized as “borrowing after balancing.” To delineate how this works, let us first 
review the original definition of propensity score for observational studies [4, 5], 
and then adapt this definition to suit our goal. In an observational study, the propen-
sity score e(X) for a patient with a vector X of observed baseline covariates is the 
conditional probability of being in the treated group (T = 1) rather than the control 
group (T = 0) given the vector of baseline covariates X:

Propensity score (PS) is a balancing score in the sense that conditional on the 
PS, the distribution of observed baseline covariates is the same between the treated 
and control patients. This implies that when the PSs are balanced across the two 
treatment groups, all the observed covariates are balanced in expectation across the 

(1)e(X) = Pr(T = 1|X)
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two groups. In practice, patients’ PSs are estimated by modeling the probability of 
treatment group membership T as a function of the observed covariates, typically 
via logistic regression. Estimated PSs can then be used for matching, weighting, or 
stratification, in order to balance the treated group and the control group to reduce 
bias in the statistical inference for treatment effects.

Since our objective is to create strata within which the observed covariates are 
balanced between the external patients and the current study patients, PS is defined 
accordingly as the conditional probability of a patient coming from the external 
data source rather than the current study given the value of covariates. If the cur-
rent study is a single-arm study, then only one such PS is needed (see Wang et al. 
[2, 3]). Since in this paper the statistical procedures in Wang et  al. [2, 3] will be 
applied to each arm of an RCT randomizing between treatment A and treatment B, 
we need to define two PSs, one for treatment A and one for treatment B. Specifi-
cally, for patients receiving treatment g (g = A or B), let those from the current study 
be labeled Z(g) = 0 and patients from the external data source be labeled Z(g) = 1, we 
define PS for treatment g as

where X is the vector of observed covariates. The two PSs so defined are both bal-
ancing scores, which means that, for patients receiving treatment g (g = A or B), 
when the PS  e(g)(X) is balanced between the external patients and the current study 
patients, all the observed covariates are balanced in expectation between the current 
study patients and the external patients. To take advantage of this balancing prop-
erty one can, separately for treatment A and treatment B, form strata in which the 
estimated PSs are relatively homogeneous, so that within each PS stratum the dis-
tribution of observed covariates among the external patients is close to that among 
patients in the current study, and balance for all covariates within each stratum is 
therefore expected. In practice, balance is assessed, separately for treatment A and 
treatment B, between the external patients and the current study patients for each 
covariate, and, if not satisfactory for some covariates then PSs may be re-estimated 
by modifying the corresponding PS model. This makes the entire process of PS esti-
mation (including modeling), PS stratification, and balance assessment, which is 
called PS design, an iterative one.

Considering its iterative nature, PS design needs to be outcome-free, i.e., per-
formed with no outcome data in sight, in order to ensure the integrity of study 
design and interpretability of the subsequent statistical analysis. This is because, as 
has been mentioned, the goal of PS design is to adequately balance covariates, and, 
to improve balance, the PS model may be modified multiple times. In other words, 
PS models are not pre-specified. This raises the question of how to maintain study 
objectivity when outcome data such as those from external sources already exist, 
which presents an opportunity for data dredging. Outcome-free design is essentially 
a matter of blinding or masking, which can also be referred to as building a fire-
wall in the biopharmaceutical arena. Various schemes have been devised for this 
purpose. The scheme that we propose is for the investigator of the study to identify 
an independent statistician to perform the PS design to whom no outcome data are 

(2)e
(g)(X) = Pr

(
Z(g) = 1|X

)
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provided. The independent statistician shares with the investigator the responsibility 
of upholding the outcome-free principle [6–11]. In practice, this blinding scheme is 
embedded in a design paradigm called “two-stage design,” first introduced in Yue 
et al. [10]. To carry out PSCL or PSPP, the two-stage design is to be implemented, 
and a large part of Sect. 3 is to describe how to do it through an example.

Having explained how balance can be achieved, let us now introduce two ways 
to borrow external patients while down-weighting them, one Bayesian, using power 
prior, and the other frequentist, using composite likelihood. Down-weighting is 
needed when the number of patients available from the external source is larger than 
the number of patients needed to be borrowed for the current study (which is usu-
ally the case), and we want to limit the influence these external patients have on the 
study results.

The power prior [12] is originally intended to be an informative prior constructed 
from historical data [13]. If we substitute external data for historical data, the 
method fits our purpose perfectly. A power prior π for a parameter θ based on exter-
nal data  D0 is constructed as follows:

where L(θ|D0) is the likelihood function of θ given the external data, π0(θ) is the 
initial prior distribution for θ, and α (0 ≤ α ≤ 1) is called the power parameter. This 
prior is multiplied to the likelihood function of θ given the current study data  D1, 
L(θ|D1), to obtain the posterior distribution of θ,

which is then used for the statistical inference of θ. From this construction, α can 
evidently be interpreted as the fraction of information external patients contribute to 
the inference for θ. For example, if α = 0.1, each external patient contributes 10% of 
their information, and the total amount of information the external patients bring to 
the statistical inference is equivalent to the information contributed by 0.1 times the 
total number of external patients, which can be interpreted as the (nominal) number 
of patients being borrowed for some common distributions such as normal and bino-
mial. If α = 1 then the number of patients borrowed is equal to the number of all the 
patients constituting  D0. At the other extreme, if α = 0 then no patients are borrowed.

The composite likelihood [14] for the parameter of interest θ is a weighted prod-
uct of probability density functions:

where each i represents a patient and λi is a nonnegative weight. Clearly, when all 
the λi’s equal to 1, composite likelihood reduces to ordinary likelihood. To use com-
posite likelihood to serve our purpose, we let λi = 1 for patients from the current 
study and 0 < λi ≤ 1 for patients from the external data source. If statistical inference 
for θ is conducted based on the composite likelihood after giving λi’s numerical val-
ues in this way, then we are essentially down-weighting the external patients relative 
to the current study patients. For example, if λi = 0.1 for all external patients, then 

(3)�(�) ∝ [L(�|D0)]
�
�0(�)

(4)�(�|D1) ∝ [L(�|D1)]�(�),

(5)L(�|Y) =
∏

i

f (yi|�)�i
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each external patient contributes roughly 10% of their information, and the (nomi-
nal) number of patients borrowed is 0.1 times the total number of external patients.

Having provided all the elements of PS-integrated approaches (PSCL and PSPP), 
we next demonstrate how they can be implemented to augment both arms of an RCT 
with external data.

2  Implementation: An Illustrative Example

Consider the scenario described in the introduction section, where a medical device 
company is planning to conduct an RCT, and, in order to shorten the duration of 
the study, intends to augment both arms of the RCT with registry data. The inves-
tigational device arm (A) is augmented by patients extracted from a high-quality 
device registry in Europe (where the investigational device has been CE marked and 
therefore commercially available), and the optimal medical management arm (B) is 
augmented by patients extracted from a high-quality disease registry in the US. For 
the purpose of demonstration, both PSCL and PSPP are presented. The study design 
part, however, is identical for these two methods.

As mentioned in Sect. 2, the two-stage design [10] is to be adopted to carry out 
PSCL or PSPP. For our example, the main elements of the first stage of the two-
stage design are summarized in Table  1. After the primary endpoint (one-year 
adverse event rate) and the study hypotheses (superiority) are agreed upon, sample 
size is calculated. Assuming an adverse event rate of 29% for the control arm (B) 
and 20% for the investigational device arm (A), under a one-sided significance level 
of 0.025, 500 patients per arm is needed to demonstrate superiority of A over B with 
90% power. Suppose it is decided based on clinical and regulatory considerations 
that the nominal number of external patients to be borrowed is 100 per arm, so that 
400 patients per arm are to be prospectively enrolled into the current study (RCT). 
Here, the word “nominal” means that the amount of information contributed by 
the external patients is equal to that of 100 patients, not to imply that 100 “actual” 
external patients will be selected to augment the current study. Since PS-integrated 
approaches is used to borrow external data, all the baseline covariates to be balanced 
(included in the PS model) need to be specified, based on clinical judgment, and the 

Table 1  Main elements of the first design stage

Primary outcome: probability of adverse event within 1 year (θ)
Hypotheses:  H0: θA − θB ≥ 0,  Ha: θA − θB < 0
Significance level: 0.025 one-sided / posterior probability threshold: 0.975
Baseline covariates specified for PS model (17)
PSCL/PSPP planned
Independent statistician identified
Sample size for the current study: 400 per arm
Nominal number of external patients: 100 per arm
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independent statistician who performs PS design needs to be identified. The first 
design stage concludes when all the above elements are completed.

The second design stage consists of PS design, and the determination of the 
power parameter α or the exponent λ for each PS stratum (recall that borrow-
ing is to be carried out within strata), depending on whether Bayesian or fre-
quentist inference is used. We will only illustrate how to accomplish these tasks 
for the investigational device arm (A), because the exact same steps are taken 
for the control arm (B). After the enrollment of all 800 patients into the current 
study (with 400 in arm A and 400 in arm B) and the collection of all registry 
patients meeting the inclusion exclusion criteria, the PS  e(A)(X), as defined in (2), 
is estimated for each patient in the investigational device arm (A) of the current 
study and from the European device registry. Then 941 external patients for the 
European device registry are selected by excluding those external patients whose 
PSs are not in the range of that of the patients in the current study. All patients 
(400 + 941) are grouped into 5 PS strata in such a way that the same number of 
current study patients (80 = 400/5) are in each PS stratum (i.e., using propen-
sity quintiles among the 400 current study patients as boundaries of the strata). 
This guarantees that each stratum contains current study patients. Since within 
each PS stratum the current study patients and external patients are expected to 
be more similar than they are overall, the borrowing of external patients within 
stratum is more justified. The number of European registry patients and current 
study patients in the investigational device arm in each PS stratum are displayed 
in Table 2. The corresponding numbers for the control arm, after the PS stratifica-
tion using  e(B)(X) is conducted for patients in the control arm of the current study 
and in the US registry, are displayed in Table 3. Although the number of PS strata 
is five for both treated and the control patients in this example, in practice this 
number may be different from five and may be different between the two arms for 
the purpose of covariate balance. For the covariate balancing assessment, readers 
are referred to [15].

Recall that it was decided based on clinical and regulatory considerations that the 
total amount of information to be borrowed is equivalent to 100 external patients. 

Table 2  Sample size in each PS 
stratum for arm A

PS stratum Total

1 2 3 4 5

Current study 80 80 80 80 80 400
EU registry 269 218 160 196 98 941

Table 3  Sample size in each PS 
stratum for arm B

PS stratum Total

1 2 3 4 5

Current study 80 80 80 80 80 400
US registry 320 279 253 210 130 1192
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Since borrowing takes place within each stratum, we need to figure out how to allo-
cate the 100 patients to the 5 PS strata.

There are many possible ways to do so. One may allocate the nominal number of 
patients to be borrowed evenly to each stratum, so that each stratum gets 100/5 = 20. 
Our strategy is to make the nominal number of patients to be borrowed in each stra-
tum proportional to the similarity of external patients and the current study patients 
in terms of baseline covariates in that stratum. And we propose to measure this simi-
larity by an overlapping coefficient [16], the overlapping area of propensity score 
distributions of the two groups of patients (you may use other reasonable measures). 
The overlapping coefficients are then standardized so that they add up to 1. The 
standardized overlapping coefficients time the total nominal number of patients to 
be borrowed (100) determine the nominal number of patients to be borrowed in each 
stratum. In this example, the nominal number of patients allocated to each stratum 
for the investigational device arm using our strategy is close to that using equal allo-
cation, as shown in Table 4.

Once the nominal number of patients to be borrowed in each stratum is obtained, 
the power parameter α for the Bayesian approach or the exponent λ for the com-
posite likelihood in the frequentist approach in each PS stratum can be calculated 
by dividing the nominal number of external patients to be borrowed by the total 
number of external patients in that stratum. The overlapping coefficient, the stand-
ardized overlapping coefficient, the nominal number of patients to be borrowed, and 
the power parameter (or exponent) in each stratum for the investigational device arm 
(A) are presented in Table 4. The same steps are applied to the control arm (B) and 
the corresponding numbers are displayed in Table 5. All the above design activities 
are performed by an independent statistician who is blinded to the outcome data. 
This completes the second stage of the two-stage design.

After clinical outcomes are observed on all the patients, statistical inference 
can be conducted. For the Bayesian approach, first use the power prior methodol-
ogy within each PS stratum to get stratum-specific posterior distributions for the 
parameter of interest for treatment A based on information in Table 4, which are 
then combined to obtain the posterior distribution for θA, then apply the same 
steps to obtain the posterior distribution for θB based on information in Table 5, 

Table 4  Overlapping coefficient, standardized overlapping coefficient, nominal number of patients to be 
borrowed, and power parameter (or exponent) in each stratum for arm A

PS stratum Total

1 2 3 4 5

Current study (n) 80 80 80 80 80 400
EU registry (n) 269 218 160 196 98 941
Overlapping coefficient 0.79 0.79 0.83 0.84 0.90
Standardized overlapping coefficient (%) 19 19 20 20 22 100
Patients borrowed (= 100 × Std. Overlap. Coef.) 19 19 20 20 22 100
α (or λ) [= Patients Borrowed/EU registry (n)] 0.07 0.09 0.13 0.10 0.22
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and finally obtain the posterior distribution for θA − θB. Note that the flat prior 
Beta(1, 1) is set as the initial prior π0(θ) for each arm. In this example, the pos-
terior probability of θA − θB < 0 is greater than 98.0% > 97.5%, which meets the 
study success criterion. For the frequentist approach, first construct the compos-
ite likelihood to get stratum-specific maximum likelihood estimates and stand-
ard errors for the parameter of interest for treatment A (Table 4), which are then 
combined to obtain the point estimate and standard error for θA, then apply the 
same steps to obtain the point estimate and standard error for θB (Table 5), and 
finally obtain the point estimate and standard error for θA − θB. In this exam-
ple the maximum likelihood estimate of θA − θB is − 5.7%, with a one-sided 
p-value = 0.013 < 0.025, which meets the study success criterion. In this example, 
the combination of stratum-specific estimates (or posterior distributions) across 
the PS strata consists simply in taking the average, because each stratum has 
equal number of current study patients and usually the target patient population is 
represented by the current study. The stratum-specific and overall point estimates 
(for PSCL) and posterior means (for PSPP) are displayed in Table  6 for treat-
ment A and B. For more details on how to obtain the point estimate and standard 
error (or posterior distribution) for θA and θB, see Wang et al. [3] (or Wang et al. 
[2]). Note that the discount parameters are the same for both PSPP and PSCL 
approaches, similar results are expected in the outcome analysis when the PSPP 
approach with flat priors is applied. Both PSPP and PSCL approaches are imple-
mented in the R package “psrwe” [17].

Table 5  Overlapping coefficient, standardized overlapping coefficient, nominal number of patients to be 
borrowed, and power parameter (or exponent) in each stratum for arm B

PS stratum Total

1 2 3 4 5

Current study (n) 80 80 80 80 80 400
US registry (n) 320 279 253 210 130 1192
Overlapping coefficient 0.81 0.79 0.79 0.84 0.77
Standardized overlapping coefficient (%) 20 20 20 21 19 100
Patients borrowed (= 100 × Std. Overlap. Coef.) 20 20 20 21 19 100
α (or λ) [= Patients Borrowed/US Registry (n)] 0.06 0.07 0.08 0.10 0.15

Table 6  Point estimates of adverse event rates and treatment effect based on PSCL and PSPP

Method Arm PS stratum Overall Treatment effect

1 2 3 4 5

PSCL A 0.315 0.255 0.193 0.232 0.254 0.250  − 0.0574
B 0.426 0.368 0.242 0.244 0.257 0.307

PSPP A 0.318 0.260 0.200 0.238 0.259 0.255  − 0.0569
B 0.429 0.370 0.248 0.249 0.263 0.312
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3  Discussion

In this paper we described how PS-integrated approaches can be used to augment both 
arms of a two-arm RCT with external data, possibly from two different sources, with 
respect to study design and outcome analysis. It is straightforward to adapt this proce-
dure for the augmentation of L arms with external data in a K-arm RCT for any L ≤ K. 
All we need to do is to define L propensity scores for the L arms that borrow exter-
nal data, possibly from L different sources, and then follow essentially the same steps 
as in the previous section to estimate the parameters of interest for these L arms. The 
parameters of interest for the arms that do not borrow external data can be estimated in 
the usual way. Statistical inference for any comparison between the K arms may then 
be conducted. Chen et al. [18] describes a procedure for the special case of K = 2 and 
L = 1, but their method does not generalize to arbitrary K and L. Another extension 
is to the scenario where there are multiple external data sources to borrow from for 
each arm. A simplistic way to do this is to pool data from all the external sources and 
proceed as if they were from a single source. More elaborate approaches are discussed 
elsewhere.

For the PSPP approach, the power parameters are treated as constants in this paper. 
Alternatively, they can be treated as random variables in what is called a full Bayesian 
strategy [2]. For more details about the full Bayesian strategy see Wang et al. [2].

In our illustrative example, the borrowing of external data is planned before prospec-
tively enrolling any patients. However, the same statistical procedure can be applied 
where the borrowing is unplanned. Suppose a prospective RCT with a treated and a 
control arm is actively enrolling patients, and an unforeseen event, such as the COVID-
19 pandemic, occurs which stops the enrollment before it is completed. While some-
times the enrollment may restart later, this is not always possible or practical. Using 
the current data to test study hypotheses would result in an underpowered study as the 
planned sample size is not reached. In such a case, PS-integrated approaches can be 
used to augment one or both arms of the RCT with external data (if it is appropriate to 
do so) to recover the lost power, thereby salvaging the study.

The above are just some examples of extensions, variations, and areas of application 
of the PS-integrated approaches. We believe that, due to their flexibility and adaptabil-
ity, the PS-integrated approaches are a viable statistical innovation that may be utilized 
in a variety of situations as a tool for the leveraging of external data to further support 
regulatory purposes.
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